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=============================================================================== 
                                1. Legal Stuff 
=============================================================================== 

You can use this guide for whatever you want. I really don't care. You don't  
need to email me if you want to add it in your site. I've done this for the  
purpose of helping others, and the only thing you need to do is recognize that. 

=============================================================================== 
                                2. Controls 
=============================================================================== 

D.Pad  - Move Character  
Analog - Move Character  
Start  - Pause Menu 
Select - N/A 
  []   - Normal Attack 
  /\   - Strong Attack 
  ()   - Special 
  ><   - Jump 
  L    - Ex Mode 
  R    - Run 



=============================================================================== 
                                3. Gameplay mechanics 
=============================================================================== 

1 - Combos

Combos are done by mixing normal attacks with strong attacks([]+/\). Note that  
the combos change for each character. You can see the list for each 
one( with a preview of the attack ) in the second option from the Pause Menu.  

2 - Ex Mode 

After taking or doing damage the bar below your health will begin to increase. 
The colors will change from Blue, to Green and finally to Orange. 
If you activate Ex Mode when the gauge is Blue, it will give a boost to your  
attacks. 
If activated when Green,you will receive the boost and if you hold L+[], the 
character will perform his/her Ex Attack 1. 
If activated when Orange,you will receive the boost and if you hold L+/\, 
the character will perform his/her Ex attack 2( Note that you can only do 
this one After reaching level 10 ). 

Note that killing a Boss with the Ex Attacks will change the enemy  
portrait.In this one her/his clothes will be destroyed. 

3 - Leveling Up 

Everytime you clear a chapter you will receive EXP points.They will be used  
for level up your character. 
Keep using your Ex Attacks for boosting your score.Note that doing High  
Combos will help you a lot too. 
The MAX level you can achieve is 30.Beyond this point,you will no longer 
receive EXP points. 

=============================================================================== 
                                4. Characters 
=============================================================================== 

I will not list the inicial characters since they are all unlocked from the 
start. 
The characters that you can unlock are: 

Sousou Moutoku - Clear All the 3 Story Modes 
Saji Genpou    - Clear Arcade Mode of one character 
Ryu Hakufu     - Clear Hakufu's Arcade Mode 
Ryu Gentoku    - Clear Gentoku's Arcade Mode  

  
=============================================================================== 
                                5. The Game 
=============================================================================== 

This Game is composed of 2 modes.The Story Mode, and the Arcade Mode. The  
Story Mode is composed of 3 teams, while in the Arcade Mode you can select the 
Girl/Guy you want to play. 
The Story Mode have between 5 and 6 chapters. The characters you play change  



each chapter. 
In the Arcade Mode, you can play with a total of 17 characters.This mode is 
composed of 6 chapters and at the end of each one, you have to defeat a boss 
( 2 in the Third chapter ) to progress. 
I will not write a Guide for each Boss, since the game is pretty easy. Just  
keep mixing combos that you will do fine! 

=============================================================================== 
                                6. Unlockables 
=============================================================================== 

Gallery 

Each character has a Gallery. To Unlock it, reach Level 7 with the desired  
character. ( Saji Genpou unlock it at level 4. ) 
Note that the Pictures of the desired character will only appear After you 
finish her/his Arcade Mode. 
In the Gallery you can see: 

- The description of the character 
- Her/His portraits 
- Her/His Special and Defeat Portraits 
- Some Pictures 
- Her/His Voices 
- The Musics of the Game 

More Outfits 

To open 3 more outfits for each character, Clear her/his respective Arcade  
Mode.You can Only use then at Arcade Mode.To do it Select the character and 
then press L/R. 

Note that Ryu Gentoku, Ryu Hakufu and Sousou Moutoku don't have other outfits. 

Continues 

When you clear Story Mode you will be rewarded with 2 more continues.If you 
Clear the Game 2 more times you can have a Total of 9 Continues. 

Ps:There is a cheat that gives you infinite continues, but I have no idea how  
to make it. If someone know, send to my email and I will put here. 

=============================================================================== 
                                7. Contact Info 
=============================================================================== 

My E-mail adress is adrian_shirayuki <at> hotmail <dot> com 
If you have any suggestion, comments, questions of the game, or simply want to  
thank me, you are free to contact me. I'd appreciate it. 
Just make sure you put "Ikkitousen" in the subject, so I'll know it's not spam. 
Note that I don't check my e-mail everyday.So if you are trying to contact me,  
then you will have to be patient. 

=============================================================================== 
                                8. Credits 



=============================================================================== 

- Me: For writing this Guide. 

- Marvelous Entertainment Inc: For Making this simple, yet great game. 

- Kanu: For being the hottest girl of the game(You know someone had to say it). 

- You: For Reading my Guide. 

=============================================================================== 
                        Ikki Tousen Eloquent Fist 
=============================================================================== 

"All the hate in this world can't tear us apart" 
"Our Work Is Never Over" 
... 
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